Abortion and Science
Why is killing helpless innocent people called healthcare?
Understanding when our life began is simple science. Before
we were conceived, we did not exist. The moment we were
conceived we became alive and existed inside our mother. From
our conception, we were alive and growing (growing cells); we will
continue growing and reproducing cells until the day we die. The
fact that we were growing declares we were alive. It takes life to
reproduce living cells, and I am the only human being who can
reproduce cells containing my personal DNA. Our mother did not
grow us; she is incapable of growing cells containing our personal
DNA. DNA testing proves we were a separate person; we were not
a piece of our mother’s body. Our mother merely supplied us with
the nourishment and environment we needed to stay alive and
grow. Reproduction is accomplished at conception, it is the point
where a new life, a new person, is brought into our world.
Abortion is not about a woman’s reproduction rights.
It is about putting helpless innocent people to death.
This is why people fight to end abortion.
If abortion was not putting innocent people to death,
there would be very little fighting over the issue of abortion.
Biologically, every human being is living human tissue. We,
just like people who are living inside their mother, are all living
human tissue. We cannot use the word “tissue” to reduce the
people who are living inside their mother down to something less
than the rest of us, because every one of us is “tissue”. People
come up with words/names to degrade people down to less than
normal human beings, to ease their conscience about killing and
mistreating them: N....., Savage, tissue, Infidel, etc.

Example: Slave owners called their slaves their “property”;
this would ease their conscience about killing and mistreating them.
They would tell themselves they had a right to kill their slaves,
because their slaves were their property, and they had a right to
destroy their own property.
Likewise: Today, people do the same thing to people who are
living inside of their mother. They call these people “tissue”; so they
can ease their conscience about putting them to death. They ignore
scientific facts, and pretend the person who is living inside of their
mother is not a living human being yet. They tell themselves they
have a right to have the person, who is living inside of them, put to
death at an abortion center because they are “tissue”, telling
themselves they have the right to have tissue removed from their
body.
Every living human being, including slaves, embryos, women,
fetuses, and people of every color, should have full rights. If
everyone based their judgment on reality, truth, and facts, we would
have full rights for all human beings, starting at conception.
Some people say they are pro-choice,
but in reality the choice is:
“Am I going to have my living son or daughter
put to death at an abortion center?”
A pregnant woman is two people: one person living inside
another person. DNA tests prove we were a separate individual
human being from conception, because we and our mother have
different DNA, thus we were not a part/piece of our mother’s body.
An embryo/fetus is another living person, not a piece of their
mother’s body.
Our life started at our conception. It is not a matter of opinion
or belief; it is a basic scientific fact that we could not grow cells if
were not alive.

There is no real difference between a mother who took a pill
(the abortion pill) to kill her son or daughter, and a mother who had
her son or daughter put to death at an abortion center, and a mother
who drowned her son or daughter in the river. All these mothers
chose and took action to end the life of their living son or daughter.
The government giving people the right to have an abortion
does not change the fact that abortion is killing an innocent human
being.
Most people are intelligent. Most people know enough science
to know a human being is brought into our world (becomes alive) at
conception. Most people are smart enough to know that abortion is
putting a helpless innocent person to death; most people know this
even if they say otherwise. They know it, because it is very simple
and common science. They know it, but they do it anyhow, because
they lack proper concern and feelings for the person that is being
put to death.
You are your mother’s living son or daughter,
whether you are living inside or outside of her body.
Many people want an undo button for pregnancy, because
ending/preventing possible future difficulties is more important to
them than their son’s or daughter’s life. They want an undo button
so much that they hide their eyes and pretend that abortion is not
killing an innocent living human being. The reality is that abortion
is killing somebody, this is not an opinion or belief; this is a fact
confirmed by science: you have to be alive to produce living cells,
and you are the only person who can produce cells containing your
personal DNA. It is wrong to have you put to death in order to save
your mother from carrying you.
“Put to death” means to take what is living and make it dead.
The human life is present before the abortion, and the human
life is gone after the abortion. The individual goes from being alive
to being dead. If someone choses to believe otherwise, it does not
change the facts (science).

Why do people believe having a doctor put you to death
(abortion) should fall under healthcare?
Nobody is sick; they just want to get rid of you.
I believe children should be named as soon as their sex is
known, and from that point on, he or she should be referred to by
his or her name. We need to stop referring to a person living inside
of their mother as an “it”. We need to refer to the person as “he”,
“she”, or “the baby”, to maintain that the child is presently a living
human being.
The protesting of putting innocent, healthy, defenseless human
beings to death (abortion) is not confined to religion; the protesting
comes from all genuine caring people.
Many people use their government’s permission in their
attempt to justify abortion. They need to remember they are going
to be judged according to God’s rules on Judgment Day.
People who had, or had something to do with, an abortion need
to repent and get right with God before Judgement Day. Eternity is
extremely longer than a very long time. Yet many people just bury
their heads in the sand and pretend that Judgement Day is not a
reality.
Biologically, every human being is actually living human
tissue: embryonic tissue; fetal tissue; infant tissue; toddler tissue;
teenage tissue; adult tissue; senior citizen tissue; etc. Calling an
embryo/fetus “tissue” is saying “He/she is like the rest of us.”
A pregnant woman isn't going to have a baby; she already has
the baby living inside of her.
Killing healthy helpless innocent babies is not healthcare.
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